
  



I Was Never a Good Couch Potato! 
Despite what my mother thought. I’ve never been too good at just sitting still and 
watching TV. I was always watching and doing my homework, growing up hasn’t been 
much different.  

 

In a world with unemployment sky rocketing and the hope that everything goes back 
to normal someday…soon…let’s talk about alternatives to try out while you wait.  

 

There are always needs. In the last few weeks I’ve seen people sewing for free to help 
out. The inventive nature of doctors and everyone to come up with ventilators.  

 

Sooner or later we are going to run out of government money and, if you are anything 
like me, go stir crazy without more to do than keep the cushions company. Might as 
well try your hand at something that might turn into a great side hustle later. You might 
even keep your sides down to a minimum while you’re at it. 
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Use Your Voice 
I have an old friend, that does wonderful voice over work and podcasting. While I 
don’t suggest you spend all the money he has on equipment or take the  
years to learn to do voices…you can still use your voice. 

 

ACX.com has a few options to let you be heard via audio books.  
You can get royalties, just like the authors do, or in some cases  
get paid outright. Start with a audition and see what happens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you can carry a tune, there’s always singing on youtube or if you 
are really daring, you can produce CDs through CDBaby and  
Spotify and many more like them. Add a personalized CD cover  
and enjoy a few minutes of fame. Even if in the long run you can  
say you finally tried. 
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Everyone Has to Eat 
So this thought may be a bit 
long haul thinking but… 
We all have to eat! 

I don’t have a  
green thumb. Truly 
if I look a plant 
I can almost  
watching it  
withering in 
fear that I’m 
going to dare 
to take it home 
and try to make it live. Let alone grow anything 
that another human would want to eat. 

There are instructions online for anyone 
that wants to try to grow food, even if 
it’s just for yourself.  

If you’ve got the space and the soil, you  
can plant almost anything. Look at your  
region and season to find the most 
suitable goodies for you to grow. 

Don’t have the space? Apart- 
ment living at it’s best? Don’t fret.  
Container gardening is actually a thing 
where you can grown almost anything  
you might want. You will need a little  
sunshine or plant lamp. 

  

Live animals are a little more 
difficult. I don’t suggest you try 

this one in a rental without a 
very understanding landlord. 

 
If you have a little space, even 

in the city (check your local 
ordinances) you can have a few 
chickens in a little coop. Feed 
them right and you’ll get more 
then enough eggs for you and 

maybe even a few to sell.  
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Play  
with Your 

Instrument 
I have a beautiful guitar in my  

son’s room, when I go near I can  
almost hear it weep…because of  

the horrendous sounds I can force 
it to make. If you can do better, 
and I’m sure you can, you have 

a gift to give the world.  
 

Much like singing, you can hit 
youtube, Spotify, CDbaby, and even 

straight to iTunes with beautiful renditions and 
classics no longer under copyright (do your 

research first!). Or if you are really talented start 
making beautiful music of your own. 

 
Not so sure you are ready for your moment in the  

spotlight? Try teaching others to hone their skills. With  
social distancing all the teachers I know have moved to Zoom 
and other video apps to stay connected with their students. A 

few have turned to services like Fiverr, to teach and earn a  
little extra something. 

 

 

Personalize a CD cover  
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Write Away 
Typically I push books. That’s there I started but not everyone has the imagination to 

create new worlds from nothing. If you do, go for it! There are publishing services 

abound. My experience says to use Amazon(paperback and kindle), Ingrams 

(hardcover), and if you really want to look at BookBaby, they do a pretty decent. job  

But that’s not all…. 

There are businesspeople constantly looking for someone to writing blog content, 

articles from experts, or technical papers. Sometime because they can’t and others 

because they don’t have the time.  

You can also look to see if your favorite sites, magazines or newsletters have  

work for the subjects you love. 
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Pretty Pictures 
I will always be a look at the stars type of person. 

 

Not that taking pictures of the  
stars every pans out. My camera 
is never that good. Doesn’t mean 
I can’t take a decent shot with my 
phone and that there are people 
all over the world that make money 
doing just that. There are even  
contests you can enter. 

Not sure you want to put in the  
time to make money at this in the 
next few weeks or months? Lots of 
sites accept free uploads for artists, 
designers, and those of us that just 
don’t have time to take the shots 
ourselves to use. Check out  
Pixabay, Unsplash, or your own  
goggle options. 

  

If creating art, digital or 
physical, is more your thing, 

there are always options here 
too. Etsy is a decent place to 
sell art but there are upfront 
costs. You can sell yours via a 
SquareUp Store for much less.  

 
Pixabay will also take art for 

others to use with free rights. 
It’s a good way to get your 

work out there and see what 
other people think. 

 
All the art used here is by this artist. 

https://pixabay.com/users/cdd20-1193381/ 

 

A picture is 

worth a 

thousand 

words 
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Ready for that close up 
Face it we all have something that will take a video. Not that I suggest you try to film 
the next Blair Witch Project…okay if that’s your thing have at it. There are alternatives 
to film making.  

I watch all sorts of music, lyric and how-to videos, cooking odd things, yoga, 
TedTalks, and those are the normal (ish) things. Gamers are always popular (twitch 
anyone?). TikTok is trending and will only grow with the short videos perfect for  

sharing anywhere.  
Got a cat, you are golden. 

Might not be much money in a few of these  
options but it’s a place to start and work up to 
items that are money worthy. And if everything 
else fails you much have a little fun learning what 
works. 
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Print it to go 
  

TeeSpring 

Zazzle 

Society 6 

You can have ANYTHING printed on a t-shirt, mug, blanket, 
underwear (it’s a thing) to name a few. All you need is the right 
service and the design. You can try Shopify, Printify, and my 
favorites listed to the side here. 
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Have your own ideas?  
Well why are you reading mine? 
Joking, I promise. Read away.  

There are more people who thought for just  
a moment, I can do that! or the world could use… 
and came up with a million-dollar idea, (the pet rock, 
really). Sit back, look at what is going on around us, and  
see what you can come up with. 

Of course, there are other options than coming up with  
your own idea. Franchises, tier selling (not my cup of tea), 
any just about anyone that isn’t laid off will pay for a 
delivery service for something. 

With services like SquareUp and Paypal, 
you can get your money instantly.  
There are free website services 
like Wix. They host mine  
though 
not for 
free. 

 

  

Starting a new business doesn’t 
even have to cost you money. 
There are free alternatives to 

about anything until you need to 
spend the money. I started my 

little business officially five years 
ago with out of date copies of 

Word and Photoshop. Updating 
along the way as profit would 

allow me to. Now I have regular 
clients, constantly new clients, 

and expand my services when I 
learn something new or 

someone asks me if I’ve ever 
done what they are looking for. 

Step Up 

Start Up 

Shoot for the moon. 

Even if you miss, you'll 

land among the stars. 
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Now I’ll Shut Up… almost 
I actually have the pleasure of designing these booklets for others. I love those days. 
Rarely do I write my own but the more I see the words unemployed, furloughed, laid-
off or fired…the less I can stay quiet and the more I want to encourage, at least 
temporary options.  

When you love what you do, rarely does it feel like a 
job. Find your passion and see where it leads  
you. 

Sincerely  
Suzette Vaughn 

All the art used is by this wonderful artist. 

https://pixabay.com/users/cdd20-1193381/ 

I actually chose what to write based on the 

images available. 
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We’re all made out of 

stardust 
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